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Abstract. The following four properties are shown 
equivalent to a finite Church-Rosser (respectively: 
S generate a Church-Rosser congruence? 
undecidable for finite Thue systems S: Is S 
almost confluent, preperfect ) system? Does 
Introduction 
This note proves some conjectures about the Church-Rosser propert!, in string- 
rewriting systems (Thue systems). This property was originally studied in term- 
rr:writing systems, but in the late 1960s the notion of a Church-Rosser Thue system 
was introduced, and s:ch systems were found to have interesting properties in 
connection with decision problems and formal language theory [l]. This work has 
recently been developed in several directions [2,3,5, lo]. 
To decide whether a finite Thue system is almost confluent’ is feasible [l], and 
to decide whether it is Church-Rosser is even tractable [6]. However, it was 
conjectured [l] that there is no decision algorithm for the question of whether a 
finite Thue system is equivalent to a Church-Rosser system. It was also conjectured 
[5] that there is no decision algorithm for the question of whether the congruence 
generated by a finite Thue system, considered as an infinite Thue system, is 
Church-Rosser. Both conjectures are true (Theorems 2.4 and 2.6). 
The method of proof in this paper leaves the following question open: can a 
finite Thue system generate a Church-Rosser congruenice and yet be equivalent to 
no finite Church-Rosser system ? In [7] a completion procedure of the Knuth- 
Bendix type is described, by which a finite Thue system is extended to an equivalent 
* The results reported here formed part of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, which was supervised by 
Professor Ronald V. Book at the University of California, Santa Barbara. This research was supported 
in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. MCS80-11979. 
I Defined in Section 1. 
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Church-Rosser system, provided such an equivalent system exists. The Church- 
Roar property is decidable for infinite regular monadic Thue systems [lo], so 
another interesting question (communicated by R. Book) remains open: does such 
5 completion procedure exist for infinite regular monadic Thue systems? 
1. Notation 
I. 1. T11144 .qmfins 
An dplrnbet 2’ is a finite set whose elements are calle? syntbois; C* is the set 
* of strirrgs over Z including the empty string e. The leqtlz of a string x is written 
, t ,. Given strings s and y, one writes XY for the string formed by concatenation. 
‘I‘hic; operation makes 5”: a monoid (a semigroup with identity u). 
A r finite) Thz44 systmz S over z’ is a (finite) re’iation on E* whose elrzments are 
billed crcwritlngj rrrles. Following [9], we shall use the notation cy up to denote a 
rvpil:al rule of S. From S one can form the following infinite Thue system: 
‘T’hc rcflcxive transitive closure +, of this relation is the The n.v1grr4tvtcc 
gcncr;~tcd by S, and when x +, )’ we say that s and y are congrrttwt (module 9. 
Given alphabets 2‘ and _I, a llotnoinorphisr?? lz : J * -+ A* is a map which preserves 
cr~r~catcnatic;n, i.e., such that 11 (_uJ* 1 = tz LX )h (y ) for all strings x and y. Extending 
t/G idrr;~: if 5’ and T are Thue systems over X and _l respectively, then 11 is a 
h~momorphkm irom S to T if II is a homomorphism in the above s’cnse, and for 
all strings .Y 3nd J*, s +; J* implies It (s 1 ,*, I T l Ir (~1 . The homomorphism Iz is an 
curh~ddi/zg if thr reverse implication aiso holds, and it is an isomvph.;Snl if it is an 
~rnbcddin~ and for every string w over J there exists a string L‘ over 1‘ such that 
I\’ ++ / , lz I L’ 1. (C)f course, the notion of homomorphism should properly be applied 
to the quotient mcnoids [ 1.21 defined by the Thue congruences, b&it tile definition 
hcrc i?; ;+&q.Mc for our purposes.) 
say that x reduces to y or x is an ancestor of y and y is a descendant of x. A string 
x is irreducible (modulo S) if it has no descendant except itself, and it is minimaI 
(module S) if it is congruent to no shorter string. If two minimal strings are 
congruent, then they have the same length. 
The Thue system S is 
Church-Rosser if every two congruent strings have a common descendant; 
confluent if all descendants of a string possess a common descendant; 
almost confluent if for every pair x and y of congruent strings there exist 
descendants x 1 of x’ and y 1 of y such that x 1 t+, y 1; 
preperfect if for every pair x and y of congruent strings there exists a strilig L 
such that x A w z and Y %s, 2. 
Clearly, Church-Rosser implies almost confluent which implies prcperfect. If S 
is yreperfect, then its word problem is solvable, since to decide whe.:her x +, \’ 
it is enough to construct the finite (and computable) sets X = {z: Y firs, z} anb 
1’ = (2 : J’ +.s, 2) and ask if these sets intersect. If S has no length-preserving rules, 
then all the above properties are equivalent, but otherwise S can be confluent and 
not even be preperfect; indeed, it can have unsolvable word problem. 
To see this, let T be a finite Thue system whose word problem is ur?solvable. 
Extend the alphabet S of T to an alphabet J by adding a new symbol d which 
will be used for padding. The system S is defined as follows: d +-+c is a rule of S, 
and for every rule CY +3 of T, where without loss of generality r = Ia j -- I[3 i is 
nonnegative, cy +3& is a rule of S. Thus S has only one length-reducing rule, 
&+g, and all other rules are length-preserving, so reduction (module S) means 
erasing occurrences of the padding symbol d, and it follows easily that S is confluent. 
Let 11 be the natural embedding of L* in ;t* and let k blz the homomorphism from 
_I* to 2”‘: which erases ci and fixes the other symbols. One can easily shtiw that II 
is 8 homom&phism (according to the definition in this paper! from T into S and 
k ;I homomorphism from S into T, and that thi= composition k * h is the identitjf 
map on S*. Therefore It is an embedding which reduces the word problem f’or 7’ 
to the word problem for S, which must therefore be unsolvable. 
2. c\ new class of uudecidable properties 
Definiticrm 2.1. A rririlrI Thuc system is c)~t’ of the form ((4 c-*t’: LI E .1:}, and a triviitl 
I’hu~ congruence is one where all strings are congruent to the empty string P. 
(i) G crnd H are congruent frnodulo T) and the congruehce Renerated by TG,H is 
tricia/, or 
(ii) G nnd H are not coqyuent (nzodulo T) and h is an ernhedding. 
Proof. (This proof is very close to the proof of a theorem of Markov’s as outlined 
in 191.) For simplicity,’ let us assume that T has alphabet {a, b}. Let c and d be 
rzew symbols, and let T Ci,H be obtained by augmenting the Thue system T with the 
following five rules: 
cGd f, e, 
xc Hd - c Hd, where _I- = a, 6, c, or d. 
acfine h (~1) = a and h (b ) = b : this fixes the homomorphism h. 
pi) Clearly, if G and H are congruent (moduio T) then ~1, b, c, and d are all 
congruent to e (module T c;,w), so the congruence is trivial. 
(ii, Suppose that G and I-f are not congruent (module ?I We need to show that 
Ir is an embedding, i.e., for any strings x irnd )’ involving only the symbols a and 
h, if s and ~1 are congruent (module T,,, ) then they are congruent (module T).” 
First let U be the Thue system obtainelj by augmenting T with the single rule 
&ti WC, so I/ is a subsystem of TG,),. C/aim that if I and J- are congruent 
rrnodulo U 9 then they are congruent (modulo T). To justify the claim, first note 
that for any string ; congruent to s (module U), occurrences of c and n in z 
function as left and right parentheses respectiveIy, and they are correctly balanced: 
KC can therefore speak of ‘nesting depth’ in these strings with respect to c aid ~2’. 
%)w suppose that 
whcr~ tt is minimal, i.e.. the chain of transformations is 3s shart as possible. If 
k, -_ (A, /I;^ for all i, then the rule cGd ++P is never applied and x is congruent to 
1 ~noduict T t. Otherwise we can find a subscript q such that A-,, can be factored as 
Il.,& L’, dw,, where the given occurrelices of c and tl match, and the nesting depth of 
the string i~-,,d is maximal in _Y,,, where I,, itself has maximA nesting depth among 
AI HIL strings _v!, The given occurrence of the matching paif c arld li first occurs in 
\~~ITsc’ !,trin*g .v,, and last occurs in some string xr where y 5 4 ‘: r. For all j btztwcen 
;? znci r ict c*i*,LI bc the substring of ,I-, enclosed by the corresponding occurrences 
I,j : XICI 4. .Vote that the nestin!: depth of the substrings c-c$ is the same in all the 
kt :1rtc’i “. . m-ltl thcrcforc, since this depth is maximal, the strings q involve clnl;f the 
v, mix& (1 and /I. It i~~~il~,cvs that all the strings I*, are congruent cinodulo 77. Since 
:‘J ,I/ I I A -7 &d, w rnq remove any intermediate transf~~rtn~tions affecting the 
-81!t+JriRC\ I’, co for ai1 1’. L’, c= (7. This nnakcs the transfornwtinnS _I+ 1 +-yl ‘, x,, and 
\, l --+ I A. I I both rw wldant, and they can be deleted, prodtici ng a shnrter chain of 
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transformations from .Y to y. Therefore, by minimality’of n, the symbols c and d 
never occur, and all rules applied are rules of T. This proves the claim. 
Thus it is enough to show that if x and y AI-C congruent (modu:lo TGJ then they 
are congruent (modulo U). Clearly this amounts to showing that no string t which 
is congruent to x (modulo U 1 can contain th e substring CM. To prove this, suppose 
the contrary. By analysing a chain of transformations (modulo II/) leading from x’ 
to z, one notes that the occurrence of cHd in 2 must correspond to a substring 
cGd created during the sequence of transformatioxx, so cGd and lcHd zre congruent 
(modulo U). By analysing a sequence of transformations from cGd to cHd 
(module U), one can again invoke the idea of nesting depth with respect to 
occurrences of c and d, and deduce that all transformations involving the rule 
cGd *e are redundant: thus we can assume that all rules appl.ied are rules of T, 
which cannot affect the symbols c and d. This implies that G and H are congruent 
(modulo T) - a contradiction. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. (and Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6 below) can be !;hown to h.old even 
when S is required to be special, i.e., when S only contains rules of the form cy +-v. 
Th3s is possible essentially because finitely presented groups can be encoded as 
special Thue systems [7], so Theorem 2.2 can be strengthened by adapting, for 
example, a corresponding embedding theorem of Rabin’s [ 121 for finitely presented 
groups. 
Theorem 2.3. Let P bu a property of fkite The system sah,fying t/u following 
condirions : 
(i) P is irwariant under equiwlence4 of Thue systmzs ; 
(ii) Every tricial The system has the property P; 
(iii) Every system irl P Ims solvable word problem. Tlwn P is ~~o~~recursice. 
Proof. Let T be a finite Thue system with unsolvable word probltm [ 111. Given 
words G and H as in Theorem 2.2, if G and H are congrue:lt (modulo T) then 
I;;*!{ generates a trivial congruence; hence it is equivalent to a trivial Thue system 
and has the property P. Conversely, if G and H are not congruent (modulo T), 
then 1z is an embedding which reduces the word problem for T to the word problem 
for T,;,,, , thus T<;.,{ has unsolvable word problem and does not have the property 
P. In other words, the word problem for T reduces effectively to the question of 
which Thue systems T C;+If have the prnpzrty P. Hence P is nonrecursive. c1 
Theorem 2.4. The qrre>tiorrs of’ whether a finite The system is qrricaleflt to a /kite 
C’lllrrctl-Rossc~r, ahost confhtent, or preprvfect The system are all undewiable. 
Proof. Let PI(S) (resptzctively P,(S), P,(S)) be the property that 5 is equivalent 
to some finite Church--Rosser (respectively: almost confluent, preperfect) Thue 
P were invariant under isornorphisrn the 
imply directly that it was nonrecursivt’. 
n it would 
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system. It is enough to show that these properties satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.3. They automatically satisfy condition (i) of the theorem; they clearly 
satisfy condition (ii), since trivial Thue systems are all Church-Rosser, and they 
satisfy condition (iii) by the remarks at the end of Section 1. 0 
Note, The above theorem disproves the existence of any decision procedure for 
a!~ question of whether a system S is equivalent to a finite Church-Rosser system, 
etc., whether or not such a procedure involves the construction of such an equivalent 
system. This is because the notion of S having a solvable word problem is noncon- 
structive. 
Finally, let us consider the following property of finite Thue systems S. 
P4: The congruence generated by S, considered as an infinite Thue syste~m, 
is Church-Rosser. 
Since it is unlikely that the property P4 satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 2.3, 
WC must use a slightly different technique to show its undecidability. The follotving 
lemma characterises the property P4. 
Proof. Let U’ denote the congruence +s,. Note that, as Thue systems, S and L’ 
M-C equivalent, and a string is minimal (module S) if and only ii it is irreducible 
~~~du!r) L’ I. Suppose that 1.: is Church-Rosser and s and v are strings which are 
distinct and minimal lmodulo S). Thus they have no common descendant 
~~odulo C:), so they cannot be congruent (modulo SL Conversely, suppose the 
strings .L and J’ are distinct, congruent, and minimal (module S!. Being minimal 
and distinct, they can have no common descendant (modulo LI ), and hence U is 
n:Jt Church-Rosscr. 3 
NOM’ kt us extend the con!,truction of Theo1 em -’ . .2 by adding to t:le ‘I-hue system 
7. 1 l.ii the folli,wing tik9 rules: 
5.~ torts !‘ :lnd ,c are new s;,mbol!j: the homomorphism 11 is defined as before. 
(‘I<;Ir.l> lr ;Ind T(;,,{ still have the properties stated in Theorem 2.2. It G and f-f 
wt congruent cmodulo 7’1, then T (;,I{ generates a trivial congruence, which is clearly 
C’hurch-Rosser. Conversely, if G and H are not congruent (module T), then 11 is 
;!:I crrhdcfirw ~md cHd is not congruent to P \rnodultl Tc;.II ). Thus /f’ and 5 are . 
C’( ~!‘~E-llcllt ~rl1ocill1!? -I;;.,, 5 and neither is congruent to TV’, so thev are minimal: by 
; 1,” lI11‘L 2.5, th.! c~‘)11~111~r1cI’~ is not Church-Rosser. Following the same reasoning 
,I, 1i1 -1 hcorcrii .3.X the undt’cidrtt4it~~ of P, is immediate. 
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Theorem 2.6. The question ‘Does S generate a Church-Rosser congrueme ?’ is 
undecidable for finite Thue systems S. 
R. Book [4] has observed a curious instance in which it is decidable of a finite 
Thue system S whether it generates a Church-Rosser congruence: where all rules 
of S are of the form (Y ee (so S is special), and in addition all these strings ac have 
the same length. He shows that in this case, the congruence generated by S is 
Church-Rosser if and only if S is itself Church-Rosser, so a procedure to decide 
if S is Church-Rosser [6] may be applied to test the properties PI and Pd. 
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